
 

 

Move Ahead with Instant Words 

- - 

16 
 
 

pickedpickedpickedpicked    

simplesimplesimplesimple    

cellscellscellscells    

paintpaintpaintpaint    

mindmindmindmind    

lovelovelovelove    

causecausecausecause    

rainrainrainrain    

exerciseexerciseexerciseexercise    

eggseggseggseggs    

traintraintraintrain    

blueblueblueblue    

wishwishwishwish    

dropdropdropdrop    

developdevelopdevelopdevelopedededed    
 

Directions:   Write the words on the lines.

Name__________________________________________  
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Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 

__________________________________________   
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picked paint 

simple mind 

cells love 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Directions:   Print 

Name__________________________________________  
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cause eggs wish

rain train drop

exercise blue developed

 

 

  

 

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits.

__________________________________________   
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wish 

drop 

developed 

each word into the box it fits. 
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picked paint 

simple mind 

cells love 

 

 

  

Directions:   Find and circle the words.

Name__________________________________________  
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cause eggs wish

rain train drop

exercise blue developed

 

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 

__________________________________________   
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wish 

drop 

developed 

 



 

 

Move Ahead with Instant Words 
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16 
 

 

 

blue �  

cause �  

cells �  

developed �  

drop �  

eggs �  

exercise �  

love �  

mind �  

paint �  

picked �  

rain �  

simple �  

train �  

wish �  

 

 

Directions:   

Name__________________________________________  
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� easy  

 

� to learn how to do it  

or moving cars on a railroad

� small parts of living things

� to cover with color 

� what a person thinks with

� to like very much 

� to make happen 

� water that falls to earth

� to move your body 

� what little birds come from

� to have decided on 

� the color of the sky  

� what is wanted 

� to let fall or  

a small part of water 

� to have grown   

or to have become 

Matching 
Directions:   Draw lines to match the words and meanings

__________________________________________   
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or moving cars on a railroad 

small parts of living things 

what a person thinks with 

water that falls to earth  

come from 

Draw lines to match the words and meanings. 
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ihws 

 

My __ __ __ __ is to play a game.

ntari A __ __ __ __ __ uses energy to move its cars.

lpsime 

 

This __ __ __ __ __ __ problem is easy.

nria The __ __ __ __ gives water to the earth.

pekcid She __ __ __ __ __ __ which present to open.

iatpn We __ _

dnmi Use your __ __ __ __ to think of a 

oevl The boys __ __ __ __ their father very much.

iecexers They will __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ to grow strong.

sgge 

 

There are small birds inside the __ __ __ __.

pord The water __ __ __ __ fell onto the table.

dplveodee She has __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ a cold.

lscel Plants have sm

acues Did the sun  __ __ __ __ __ it to get hot?

lube 

 

She has __ __ __ __ eyes, but his are green.
 

Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence.

Name__________________________________________  
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My __ __ __ __ is to play a game. 

A __ __ __ __ __ uses energy to move its cars.

This __ __ __ __ __ __ problem is easy.

The __ __ __ __ gives water to the earth.

__ __ __ __ __ __ which present to open.

We __ __ __ __ __ a picture with color

Use your __ __ __ __ to think of a good answer.

The boys __ __ __ __ their father very much.

will __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ to grow strong.

There are small birds inside the __ __ __ __.

The water __ __ __ __ fell onto the table.

She has __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ a cold.

Plants have small parts called __ __ __ __ __.

Did the sun  __ __ __ __ __ it to get hot?

She has __ __ __ __ eyes, but his are green.

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence.

__________________________________________   
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A __ __ __ __ __ uses energy to move its cars.  

This __ __ __ __ __ __ problem is easy. 

The __ __ __ __ gives water to the earth.  

__ __ __ __ __ __ which present to open. 

color.  

good answer. 

The boys __ __ __ __ their father very much. 

will __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ to grow strong. 

There are small birds inside the __ __ __ __.  

The water __ __ __ __ fell onto the table. 

She has __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ a cold. 

all parts called __ __ __ __ __. 

Did the sun  __ __ __ __ __ it to get hot? 

She has __ __ __ __ eyes, but his are green.  

Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 
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picked paint 

simple mind 

cells love 

 

1. Animals have small parts called 

2. Birds have _________________________

3. Color the sky _________________________

4. Don’t let the food _________________________

5. I _________________________

6. I _________________________

7. I will _________________________

8. Is this problem _________________________

9. Make a _________________________

10. The _________________________

11. The boy has grown and 

12. We need _________________________

13. You can _________________________

14. You use your _________________________

15. Animals have small parts called 

 

 

Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence.

Name__________________________________________  
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cause eggs wish

rain train drop

exercise blue developed

Animals have small parts called _________________________

_________________________ in their homes.

_________________________. 

_________________________ off the table.

_________________________ a friend to play with. 

_________________________ my mother and father. 

_________________________ my dog to come when I call.

_________________________ or hard? 

_________________________ for a good day. 

_________________________ helps the plants grow.

The boy has grown and _________________________ into a man.

_________________________ to grow strong. 

_________________________ a picture of our house.

_________________________ at school to learn.

Animals have small parts called _________________________

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence.

__________________________________________   
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wish 

drop 

developed 

_________________________. 

in their homes. 

off the table. 

 

my dog to come when I call. 

 

helps the plants grow. 

into a man. 

 

a picture of our house. 

at school to learn. 

_________________________. 

Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


